
ON-LINE FIG 1. There has been a steady linear increase in the number of articles published yearly in AJNR since 1980 (R2 ¼ 0.70, P, 1e–10).
Article counts increase on average by 6.4 each year.

ON-LINE FIG 2. There are clear linear increases in the average number of authors per article and affiliations per article since 1980. The average
number of authors per article increases by 0.10 per year. The average number of affiliations per article increases by 0.08 per year.
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ON-LINE FIG 3. There is a trend toward better methodologic quality of studies across time (Spearman r ¼�0.42, P, 1e–7). There are decreas-
ing numbers of level 5 articles and increasing level 2 and 3 articles from 1980 to 2018.

ON-LINE FIG 4. There is a statistically significant correlation between the level of evidence and the number of authors (Spearman r ¼ –0.39,
P , 1e–6). As the number of authors increases, the number of level 5 articles decreases.
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ON-LINE FIG 5. Top 10 origin countries/regions, demonstrating that by and large, most articles published during the 4 decades originated from
the United States (55%), followed by Japan (8%), Germany (5%), and Canada (4%).

ON-LINE FIG 6. There are linear increases in the average number of different geographic locales of authors per article from 1980 to 2018 by
country/region (R2 ¼ 0.79, P, 1e–13), state/province (R2 ¼ 0.85, P , 1e–15), and locality/city/town (R2 ¼ 0.85, P , 1e–15). The average number
of countries/regions represented in each article increases by 0.01 per year. The average number of states/provinces per article increases by 0.03
per year. The average number of localities/cities/towns per article increases by 0.04 per year.
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ON-LINE FIG 7. Nearly all countries/regions increase their international collaborations across time, with China showing the largest relative gain
between 2000 and 2018. The United States demonstrates a far more modest gain between the 2 decades.

ON-LINE FIG 8. Network diagrams of countries/regions by decade showing “nodes” in blue circles representing the number of articles and
“edges” linking nodes, the thickness of which represents the number of articles with coauthors from the pair of connected countries/regions. A
list of contributing countries/regions appears alongside every network diagram.
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ON-LINE FIG 8B. Continued

ON-LINE FIG 8C. Continued
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ON-LINE FIG 8D. Continued
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